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WALK ON
The name and direction for the new
Shoud series, beginning on September
5, has already been determined – by
Adamus of course. The new title is, Walk
On - The Powerless Life.
The title should give you an indication of where we’ll be going during
the next 11 Shouds. It’s a bit daunting,
By Geoffrey Hoppe
even for hard-core Shaumbra. Adamus
has mentioned “the powerless life” in
passing in some recent Shouds, and
gone into more detail in the Keahak
sessions, but now we’re being invited to cross the proverbial line in the
sand and begin living it.
I remember talking to a fellow channeler a while back. We were discussing
an upcoming workshop we were doing together, when he mentioned that he
would be talking about becoming a Powerful Being as part of his presentation. I gulped, and noted Adamus’ views about power, or rather the release
of the illusion of power. My friend looked quite surprised, and tried to gloss
it over by saying that too much power is not a good thing, but that most
people need to come into their power. No, I explained, there’s no compromise in Adamus’ book. It’s about moving totally beyond the need for power.
Thankfully my fellow channeler didn’t use the “P” word too much during his
presentation but I think he was a little lost without it.
The title, Walk On - The Powerless Life actually came into being during the
Addiction Unplugged workshop in late August with John Flaherty. The workshop was about addictions, but in Adamus’ usual style he turned it upside
down with his statement that the core cause of ALL addictions is the desire
for power. He stated that both physical and non-physical addictions trigger a
part of the brain that releases dopamine, giving us a feeling of satisfaction or
euphoria even before we endeavor into the addictive substance or behavior.
The dopamine infusion is a false replacement for one’s sovereign energy, and
creates a temporary illusion of power. As the illusion fades away, the addict
returns again and again to the substance for the feeling of power.
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Think in terms of a shy, quiet man who drinks a few cocktails and suddenly
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feels more powerful – less insecure
and vulnerable. He gets loud and
aggressive, throwing his inhibitions,
filters and inner pain to the wind.
He’s getting loaded off the alcohol, but what he’s really getting
is a huge burst of dopamine. He
think’s he’s Superman, at least until
the liquor and dopamine wear off.
The next day he needs that powerinfusion again because he’s feeling
physically and mentally low, and
now he has the beginnings of a long
addiction process.
In Addiction Unplugged Adamus
said that even many of the Ascended
Masters were addicted to something. Addictions can be to physical
substances, but in many cases they
are to things we wouldn’t normally
associate with addictive behavior,
such as exercise, religion and spirituality, and yes, even channeling. It
triggers a similar dopamine rush as
one gets with alcohol, drugs or sex.
Some of the Masters were addicted
to breathing, and others to meditation or spiritual rituals. Adamus
pointed out that the coming of
enlightenment often gets a person
to become addicted to life itself,
especially when they have the realization that this may be their last
lifetime on Earth. They find it very
difficult to release the great and
wonderful things about life, including being in a physical body with all
of its pleasures and mysteries.
But not to worry. Adamus also
stated that, “…sooner or later
you’re going to have an addiction, and you might as well have
fun with it.” Some additions are
detrimental to the body and mind,
while others are simply behavior and gratification patterns. But
at the core of every addiction,

4

according to Adamus, is the desire
for power.
Power is the desire and attempt
to acquire energy from outside one’s
self. It’s directly related to the sexual
energy virus discussed by Tobias in
the Sexual Energies School. Power
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is highly seductive (and addictive).
It can come in the form of money,
fame, authority, control over others,
physical strength, physical sensuality,
intelligence, hypnotic charisma and
much more. Those who seek power
are really seeking false energy from
outside themselves, and ultimately

true, but the reality is going to be a
little challenging. How do you go
powerless in a power-driven world?
It’s one thing to sit at home reading
an inspiring book, but how do you
go powerless while driving in bad
traffic, sitting through an important
meeting at the office, or just going
shopping? Life can be like a big pinball machine game, with all of the
bumpers bouncing you around while
you’re trying to keep a semblance of
balance and dignity. Plain and simple, power-driven people will play
their power games on you if given
half a chance. Even nice, honest
people play power games because
that’s all they are conscious of.
So how do we live a powerless
life in a powerful world? Don’t think
in terms of weak and strong, but
rather in terms of two very different reality paradigms. There is the
power dimension, and we are creating the powerless dimension. The
two can co-exist with each other
because the power dimension does
not see – is not aware of – the powerless dimension. Their eyes might
see you and their ears might hear
you, but they won’t be conscious of
your consciousness.

the hunger for power can never
be satisfied because those playing
with power are driven to seek more
power. The cycle goes on and on,
until the realization that all true energy comes from within. This is the
realization of “I Am That I Am.” It is
all within. It is not “I Am That I Am

if I have more money (power),” or “I
Am That I Am if I could better manage other people (power).” Just…. I
Am That I Am.

It’s safe to say that this next year of
Shouds (and life) will be most interesting. We’ll be stepping into another world, one without power. I’m
sure we’ll have our share of bumps
and bruises, and lots of great stories
to tell some day at the Ascended
Masters Club, but you know, this
work is for spiritual pirates, not for
parrots. In fact, I think it’s time for
a new Shaumbra t-shirt: Always a
Pirate, Never a Parrot.

Going beyond the illusion of
power, into sovereign energy creations, may seem like a dream-come» INDEX
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FEATURED EVENTS
UPCOMING M ONTHLY M E E T I N G S
Louisville, C O, USA • S epte m b e r 5 ,
October 3, November 7 , December 5 , 2 0 1 5
There’s never a dull moment with Geoff, Linda, Adamus and the
live audience at the Crimson Circle Studio! Tune in for over three
hours of information, laughter, New Energy and intrigue.
MORE INFO

THE T HR E S H O L D
Ver non, BC, Canada • October 09–1 4, 20 1 5
3 spaces sti l l o p e n !
A premium Crimson Circle event based on the “Threshold of
Enlightenment,” where so many are hesitating. Adamus personally interacts with every attendee, posing the difficult questions and pushing the
sensitive buttons, and addresses the issue of embodied
MORE INFO
enlightenment and what’s keeping you from realizing it.

THE M AGIC O F M E R L I N
Sibiu, Romania • S eptember 25–2 6 , 20 1 5
SOLD OUT – Wait l i s t o n l y
Adamus unveils secrets of the Merlins including time distortion and
time travel, bi-location (appearing in multiple places and realms),
using your Pakauwah, making yourself invisible, reflection (mirror)
projection, water gazing and much more.
MORE INFO

THE T HR E S H O L D
Mooloolaba, Australia • February 1 4–1 8 , 20 1 6
Registration ope n s s o o n !
A premium Crimson Circle event based on the “Threshold of
Enlightenment,” where so many are hesitating. Adamus personally interacts with every attendee, posing the difficult questions and pushing the
sensitive buttons, and addresses the issue of embodied
MORE INFO
enlightenment and what’s keeping you from realizing it.
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EVENTS CALENDAR
PLEASE VISIT CRIMSON CIRCLE STORE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE EVENTS.
N OT E :

N ot a ll e vents a re yet o pen for registration;
C C A ngels receive advance notice
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03

Teacher Council Meeting

12

Keahak V

05

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

DECEMBER
Online

03

Teacher Council Meeting

Online

05

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

Louisville & Online

13   18 The Threshold

SOLD OUT

26

Online

25   26 The Magic of Merlin
Keahak V
™

SOLD OUT

12
26

Interview with Rob Gauthier

Online

Keahak V

Online

Keahak V

Online

02

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

Canada

16

Keahak V

Art of Mastery with Robert Theiss Online

30

Teacher Council Meeting

Louisville & Online

Online

JANUARY

OCTOBER
01

05

Online

Louisville & Online

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

Louisville & Online

09

ProGnost 2016

Louisville & Online

10

Keahak™ V

Online

22   24 Sexual Energies School

Louisville & Online

28

Halloween DreamWalk

03

09   14 The Threshold
24
31

Keahak™ V
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14

Keahak™ V

07
28

Online

Online

Online

NOVEMBER
05

Keahak V

Online

FEBRUARY
Online
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Online
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27
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ALLOWING
NOTHING
So here we are, within the threshold, popping through or diving headfirst to
the other side. I know that (in theory) it’s all done, completed, Kasama. But still
I wonder: this is the grand realization that I’ve been preparing for lifetimes?
This is my life at the threshold of enlightenment? It’s not like I expected a
red carpet or a golden staircase to descend from the clouds (although that
would be nice), but at least an end to the crashing waves of aspects and past
memories messing with the ahmyo of my life. Truly, it’s exhausting. Wherever
I turn, I come face to face with myself – and not necessarily that true, free
version of me.
My doubts are unlimited. They ask: how is it possible, that with all my consciousness, wisdom and experience, I still find myself lost in drama? Why do
things feel as chaotic and unsettling as ever, and make even less sense? Are
these deep wounds even mine? Until I remember: Nothing is wrong, I chose
change and now I’m in the middle of experiencing it. We, as Shaumbra, are
not only creators of change but also experts of transformation. You’d think
that we’d be more comfortable with it! After all, the change is here because
of us and in service to us.

By Kim Seppälä

Perhaps it is helpful to remember that what’s really happening here is so
much deeper than the usual predictable cycles of human life. Experiences
such as losing a job or a relationship, or even birth and death are a piece of
cake compared to the shifts of consciousness taking place as we move from
awakening into mastery. We have chosen to create a whole new relationship
with ourselves and to let go of the very matrix on which our reality was based.
One could say that the unawakened human life is like a train journey, with
the scenery changing as the human evolves. The lifetime of realization is
different, though: in addition to the scenery changing, now the train itself is
transforming; and not just the model of the train, but its function, purpose
and operating systems as well. The navigation system is redefining itself, communicating with us in crazy, new ways. Whereas life once was a train on rails,
it suddenly starts feeling more like a car on wheels, until the next day when
we discover that we’re flying in mid-air with no reference point in sight. That’s
exactly why these changes are so scary – because we are allowing our point

8
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of reference to change. We are not merely changing the
channel that we are tuned to; we are handing the remote
control over from the mind to the “I am”.
It takes a seriously bold and daring being to allow
that kind of transformation. Please remember, my dear
consciousness colleagues and fellow pirates, that we are
finally doing what feels right for us, and every part of reality has to rearrange itself in relation to us. Being a pioneer
means looking into a future that hasn’t been created yet,
so naturally life is unsettling.

We love to doubt, worry and ask ourselves what’s
wrong, but let’s face the truth: if nothing much was happening, we would get truly upset. We can’t have it both
ways. We can’t step beyond the limitations of the old self
while holding onto the security of the expected. What
we can do, however, is nothing. In other words, instead
of getting in the way of change, allow it – in all its grand
noise and chaos and imperfection.
Almost on a daily basis, I lose myself in my mind and
aspects, only to return, sooner or later, back to the

» INDEX
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remembrance. My life is a spiral dance sliding between consciousness and all
the distractions. Sometimes I wonder, what is the point of going through that
if I always end up in the same place anyway? Can’t I just cut to the chase and
not lose my balance in the first place? For indeed, what brings me back to
remembrance is the same act every time:
I take the conscious breath, allowing everything to be whatever it is, feeling
the breath deep in my belly … more allowing, saying to myself: no matter
what is happening, it’s okay, I’m okay … perhaps it doesn’t feel like “all is
well,” but that’s okay too … actually nothing matters except me being present with myself, aware that I exist, aware that I’m aware … more breathing
until I slip into that sweet state of nothingness … that’s when I know I’ve
arrived at my zone, my point of balance.  
Perhaps it’s just another word for acceptance, compassion or allowing,
but somehow it is the concept of nothingness that reaches me the best.
Nothingness is that state where I don’t have to do or be something, go anywhere, think, resist or control anything. Where there’s nothing to understand
and nothing to prove, where I just am whatever I am and nothing really is
important enough to disturb that peace.
I’m not a big fan of disciplines, but if I had to admit to using one it’s the
discipline of nothingness. This is the way I find myself connecting time and
again to my consciousness. This zone is like being in the eye of the hurricane
where nothing touches my state of peace; where I can actually laugh at the
ridiculousness of this world and observe the drama in my life that seems to
be orchestrated in such detailed and genius synchronicity that I simply cannot
believe it to have no meaning.
Tonight I will go to sleep knowing that likely tomorrow I will dance that spiral dance again, slipping in and out of realization and doubt. And, because I
know that there is absolutely nothing I need to do, I might as well enjoy the
sensuality of the experience. For who knows how many opportunities I’ve still
got to experience real, aspect-ridden drama, the kind that makes my head
spin, my heart race and my stomach sick with adrenaline? Ahh, how sensual!
It’s incredible to think that these are the last times I will ever be able to fully
lose myself in these dense, sticky, so very human situations. Therefore, how
about doing it in style, in full, raw openness and with a big smile on my
face, saying, Yes, I am ready! Bring it on, aspects! Show me what you’ve got,
because I’m going to be enjoying the hell out of you while I still can, right
here from my zone of nothingness, leaning back and eating my popcorn. Let’s
see the show!

Kim Seppälä is a new energy writer currently living in South Germany. She
is passionate about applying consciousness to her coaching, teaching and
creative work. For more inspiration, wisdom and connection, visit her website:
www.kimseppala.com, or her blog at https://liveyourdivinity.wordpress.com/.
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NEW
because if I can see you that way, then you can also see
yourself that way.”
Adamus also invites Shaumbra around the world to
participate in a project called “Facets of Wisdom,” little
consciousness treasures from those who have walked
the journey to share with those who follow. What have
you learned through all your experiences? What gem of
wisdom can you share with the world? Distill it down to
a few words and participate in this beautiful new project!
Information on how to participate is included in the
PDF download.
This message was recorded for the audience at the
Shaumbra-organized “Celebrating Life” event held at
Radolfzell, Bodensee, Germany in August 2015.
Format: Video, mp3 audio, PDF text

FACETS OF WISDOM

Length: 59:53 – Cost: $20

Adamus Saint-Germain
In this lighthearted and practical message, Adamus
talks about one of the most important things to humans:
Acknowledgment. He says that when you authentically
acknowledge another human, you are also acknowledging your own existence. And, in his acknowledgment to
Shaumbra, Adamus says:
“I can look each and every one of you in the eyes right
now and absolutely acknowledge you, first and foremost
as a souled, sovereign being. That simple act of acknowledgement of who you truly are – not who you think you
are, but who I see you as – makes a profound difference,

MORE INFO

Celebrating Life was a festival with twelve presenters
including channels by Geoffrey Hoppe (Adamus) and
Jonette Crowley (Mark). This festival was to experience
how we can live and celebrate the rapidly increasing awareness of our multidimensional nature through
interactive presentations of live music, singing, dancing,
humor and acting. The focus was to embrace in love and
integrate in clarity those aspects that are not ready to
celebrate life as it is. Celebrating Life was organized by
Andieas Hofmann and Gregor von Drabich-Waechter.

» INDEX
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JOURNEY OF AN ANGEL
THE ANGEL’S PERSPECTIVE
How amazing! The child was so clever that she actually created a part of
herself that would keep her safe. She had no control over her physical body
or environment but she did have control over her emotional body – the one
place no one could get to. So she learned to hide her vulnerabilities, her feelings and most of all, her love, the most perfect part of her. She put it all away
somewhere safe.
Being such a grand little creator, she was so successful at finding a hiding
place that she managed to hide it even from herself. The tears no longer
flowed, the pain no longer showed and for many years it would remain hidden – until it was time to remember.

THE CHILD’S STORY

By Leigh Bisset

Vocal displays of emotion were simply not done in my family. In fact, emotional outbursts of any nature were not acceptable or tolerated. This rule was
enforced so efficiently that I have absolutely no memory of any of my sisters
ever having a tantrum or expressing any kind of negative emotion. Our house
was an efficient machine that produced good, quiet girls who did what they
were told. No matter what was endured, tears and sadness were things to
never express openly. It wasn’t long before my child’s mind viewed all emotion as weakness.
As a child powerless to the whims of adults, I could not protect my physical
body, but I did have control over my emotional self. It became the one place
I had power over, the untouchable part of me that no one could reach and I
would defend it at all costs.
Of course I didn’t view it like that as a child. Hiding my emotions began
as an act of defiance, my way of letting my opponent know they couldn’t
touch all of me. But I couldn’t possibly predict how that part of myself
would influence so many future choices and keep the potential of love as
far away as possible.

12
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THE ASPECT
If I were to describe myself I would say I am the “master of endurance.” I have the ability to be very still in
the face of chaos and can weather any storm without
batting a mascara-brushed eyelash. I can endure whatever life dishes out because of this absolute control over
all emotional expression. And then, being oblivious to
these controls but in agreement with my Self to release
them, in my infinite wisdom I began dating a stark raving mad lunatic.
I jumped into this experience with reckless abandon,
led by something I didn’t understand. I only knew I had
to do it, even though everything about this relationship
was bad, super bad! Hindsight has shown me that every
minute of it was set up to help me release the iron grip I
had on my heart and its expression. Vocal and emotional

displays may not have been done in my family, but now
they were exploding out of my mouth like fireworks!

THE EXPERIENCE
In a masochistic sort of way that relationship was the
best time of my life because I knew I was alive. I wasn’t
living a polite quiet life; I was on the front line, deep the
dirty trenches of real feeling and emotions. For the first
time in my life I allowed myself to feel every disgusting
emotion known to man – jealousy, rage, hatred, vindictiveness, even murderous fantasies.

In this relationship I experienced such foreign things
as violent emotional outbursts, pathetic teary pleadings
and abject fear, all of which I judged and loathed. Deeply
hidden emotions were pulled out of me with unforgiving precision. It was an emotionally brutal time and I did
not easily surrender the controls I had placed around my
heart. In fact, I fought hard and dirty to keep them, and
at times it seemed the ‘master of endurance’ aspect was
willing to risk my life in their defence.
Living this way took its toll, my awareness was knocked
senseless and I sank into a deep depression.

THE WOUNDED ANGEL
I had lost connection with my inner voice, the part of
me that communicates with Spirit, angelic beings and my

Self. In its place was a horrible empty silence. All external
circumstances aside, losing contact with this part of me
was unbearable. With everything around me falling apart
and the angelic friends no longer at my side, I plunged
into a deep inner darkness. And of course, master of
endurance that I am, nobody knew.
I could never express well enough what it felt like to be
cut off from the voice within, and as I recently revisited the
memory my heart ripped open with renewed grief. And
then it hit me! The depression I experienced back then
wasn’t depression at all; it was an aspect expressing itself,
and I had landed smack bang in the middle of its feelings!

» INDEX
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But this time I was the observer. I allowed myself to sit
in her darkness and eventually, over the roar of silence,
I heard and felt her ancient experience as if it were happening to me then and there. I felt myself/her lost in a
void of darkness. It was almost bearable, but then I felt
what had shattered her into a billion pieces – the silence;
the all-consuming, terrifying silence that kindled abject
fear of eternal disconnection from the love of Spirit.
Nothingness would have been kinder; the darkness may
have been manageable had she felt Spirit’s love, but it
was gone. There was no communication, just desolate
silence that fractured every part of her being.
A spark of memory followed her, and throughout many
lifetimes she carried its wound – the feeling that she
had done something wrong, that she must earn her way
back to Spirit’s love. She felt it had been her fault and so
endured countless hardships, believing she must somehow deserve them.
Finally, the realization dawned that I was experiencing the ‘Wound of Separation’ that Tobias spoke of in
Journey of the Angels, a wound created when we first
lost touch with Spirit / our Soul / the God within. I now
know this wound contributes heavily to mankind’s inability to see, hear, feel and truly know Spirit.
Tears pour freely as I remember the loss. I can literally
hear a thousand angels crying as they too remember
and feel every inch of separation. Now I know why losing connection with my angelic friends plunged me into
such darkness. The depression carried by that wounded
aspect allowed me to walk in and meet the darkest and
saddest part of my soul that believed she was not worthy
of Spirit’s love or any kind of love.
That wound has had a major influence on all of my
experiences in this lifetime. Every choice had been
painted with the brush of her low self-worth, expressing
on the canvas of my life by attracting experiences that
supported the very well hidden belief that I was not worthy of love.
At last I can feel the part of me who carried that burden.
She feels like a broken woman. She has worked and served
through countless lifetimes, trying so hard to get back
into the hallowed halls of Home, and by God she is tired!
Simultaneously I can feel the tenacious part of my nature
that has been impervious to the pain of self-imposed hardships, the part of me that created the master of endurance.

14
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All of my self-worth issues never belonged to me; they
belonged to the Wounded Angel. My past wasn’t my
past at all; it was hers. All the suffering I’ve endured was
because of something that happened so long ago to
another part of me. She called in the experiences in the
hope that someday she would be seen.

NEW VIDEOS

Who’s Responsible?
Highlights from
Kharisma Shoud 11

RESOLUTION
It has been a few weeks since I discovered this aspect.
The implications of letting go of all self-worth issues
means the entire landscape of my life is now open to
change, and meeting the Wounded Angel allowed me
to find resolution about so many things. I have finally
released the shame I felt about expressing feelings and
now recognize that feelings are what it is to be human.

Merabh for Allowing
From Kharisma Shoud 11

I had been struggling to find forgiveness for putting
myself through such an awful experience. In fact, my
initial motivation for revisiting my past was to understand
what part of me would allow it. But with the understanding gained, I have now found peace and forgiveness for
both my former partner and myself. Sometimes in order
to face the truth of our own darkness we need to meet its
perfect reflection, and I did just that through him. What I
had judged to be a bad relationship was in reality a gift
designed with awe-inspiring precision.

Ancestral Freedom
A key step to your enlightenment!

Shattering the controls I had placed around my heart
was never going to be an easy task; setting loose my
tightly restrained emotions was never going to be a tidy
business. I know that now. But it is how I found peace.
As of today I absolutely forgive myself for all messy emotional outbursts. My life and the things that have happened
in it suddenly make perfect sense. I know now that I am
worthy of Spirit’s love and that Spirit never truly left my side.
The whole experience of separation was just an illusion, yet
it contained an enormous gift of personal discovery.

Addiction Unplugged
Free yourself gracefully!

All of this so sweetly designed by a bunch of crazy
angels who decided we wanted to discover Spirit for ourselves … apparently we thought it would be fun!
Leigh currently works with children with learning difficulties.
She specializes in writing and creating learning initiatives and
loves finding new solutions that are out- side of the box. Leigh
is also a Crimson Circle certified Sexual Energies Teacher.
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CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

NEW CLOUD CLASS POLICIES!
• In our constant effort to update our offerings and improve your experience, most Cloud
Classes will now remain available for registration indefinitely. And several of our previous
presentations will be brought back.
• New Cloud Classes will sometimes be
launched with an introductory price, which will
go to the regular (higher) price at a future date.
• As always, you will have 90 days streaming
access from the date of purchase (or from the
date of broadcast, whichever is later).

AVAILABLE CLOUD CLASSES
• Ancestral Freedom
• ProGnost 2015 Update
• Addiction Unplugged
• Consciousness Revolution
• This is Yours: Going Beyond the Noise

• We will also be providing English text (through
an online reader) to facilitate the experiencing
for those with English as a second language.
We hope you enjoy these essential offerings
from Adamus Saint-Germain!

ANCESTRAL FREEDOM
What is holding you back? Why does it seem so hard to
change your body, your mind and your life? It is probably the
countless energies and programming that come from your
ancestral lineage, both human and angelic. Our biological,
mental, emotional and even spiritual reality has been built on
the past, affected by our human and angelic bloodline.

Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $75 ($95 after November 1st)

Considered core Crimson Circle material, Ancestral Freedom
is essential for anyone who has chosen embodied realization.
Ancestral energies influence your thoughts, biology, beliefs,
habits, tendencies and more. Releasing them is one of the
most important – and most difficult – steps into enlightenment. This information holds the key for truly letting go, and
the profound guided experiences will go much deeper than
you expect.

MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL

16
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CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

PROGNOST™ 2015 – UPDATE

UPDATE

Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $95

The ProGnost 2015 Update could also be called ‘Adamus
Unleashed!’ In three dynamic sessions Adamus unleashed his
insights and perceptions at a record pace. Even with all the
chaos and change in the world, he narrowed the focus down to
two major dynamics under which everything else could be classified – freedom and power. The struggle for freedom, and the
responsibilities that come along with that freedom, permeates
human consciousness right now. And the quest for power, the
opposite of freedom, is at the forefront of nearly every development on the planet.
Adamus also talked at length about the major trends and influences in the world right now, and addressed numerous controversial issues including Greece, Germany and the European
Union, the Swiss banking crisis, alien agendas, gays and transgenders, the economy, robotics and much more. Sign up now
to experience this insightful material for yourself.

MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL

ADDICTION UNPLUGGED
“Why do you think people use anything or everything in
order to satisfy their own self in this otherwise constantly
abundant, all providing, all beautiful, all giving universe?
In my experience of working with those in addiction, it’s
become very obvious that in every single case the individual
has not discovered that they are fully deserving of everything
that this life can bring to them.” – John Flaherty

Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $300
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL

“Sooner or later you’re going to have an addiction, and
you might as well have fun with it. You might as well enjoy
it. However, if you feel that you’re a prisoner to your addiction, if you feel that it has power over you, then maybe
it’s time we take a real look at addictions, what they are
and how to move beyond them, if you choose. Maybe by
the end of this you’ll choose actually not to move beyond
them, to actually embrace them in a new and different way.
But I give you a hint right now, the minute you do, the minute you stop fighting that monster, it tends to go away.” –
Adamus Saint-Germain

» INDEX
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THIS CLOUD CLASS ISN’T
ONLY ABOUT ADDICTIONS….
IT’S ABOUT LIFE!

ADDICTION UNPLUGGED
THE POWER OF ADDICTION
Even the Ascended Masters had their addictions!
In this Cloud Class event, featuring author and addiction expert John Flaherty and
Adamus Saint-Germain, the usual concepts about addiction are turned upside down.
According to Adamus, the core cause of ALL addictions is the desire for power. Sound
strange? Read on and find out more.
Adamus says that addictions are, very simply, all about power. He talks about the addic-
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tions that other Masters struggled with, including Tobias,
El Morya, Madam Blavatsky and Kuthumi, and adds,
“What I’m telling each and every one of you is that sooner or later you’re going to have an addiction, and you
might as well have fun with it. You might as well enjoy it.
“However, if that addiction is causing pain and imbalance in your life, maybe, just maybe it’s time we took
a look at that. If you feel that you’re a prisoner to your
addiction, if you feel that it has power over you, then
maybe it’s time we take a real look at addictions, what
they are and how to move beyond them, if you choose.”
Adamus outlines the various types of addictions,
including many different substances, physical addictions
such as sex (or even lack of sex), exercise and self-abuse,
and mental addictions such as goals, money, leadership,
religion and more. He explains how all of us are addicted
to life on Earth, due to our huge investment in it over
many lifetimes, and that this comes to the forefront as we
come into our enlightenment, and what will potentially
be our last lifetime on Earth. Adamus clearly states that
“Addictions are the direct result of the desire for power.”
With many years of working with addicts, John brings a
wholly new understanding about the challenges of addiction. He states that it’s really all about love and acceptance
for self, releasing the judgment and allowing oneself to
remember who they really are. Saying that addiction is
often triggered by the fear of “not enough,” John says:
“It’s my invitation to you to step up to the plate to allow,
to learn, to discover and most of all to experience the
truth of who you are as opposed to who you’ve learned
to become. The invitation is for you to feel absolute
completeness in your life where previously you thought
you maybe had to just snatch at it, take what little it may
have had to offer, because that’s what addiction is. It’s a
complete fabrication of the mind, but it seems very, very
real when you’re in it.”
Adamus leads a deep merabh experience that allows
you to go far beyond all need for power, addictions,
doubt and limitation. Called “Walk On,” it is one of the
most deeply moving and freeing experiences Adamus
has done to date.

Highly recommended for anyone who:
• Is struggling with addiction
• Loves someone in addiction
• Works with those in addiction
• Wants to go beyond self-imposed limitations of any kind

CLOUD CLASS INFORMATION
Cost: $300
Length: 7 sessions, including Q&A
Language: English, Español
Access: Stream and read online for 90 days
after purchase
MORE INFO

This Cloud Class is full of stellar information from both
John and Adamus, and is highly recommended for anyone who is truly ready to go beyond.

MÁS INFO

» INDEX
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DIVINE RESONANCE
RESONANCE
Every day of our life is a miracle, every breath we take, every sensation in
our body and every thought in our mind is a miracle. Life is a miracle! We live
in a miraculous world and we are miraculous beings, if only we could see and
realize it. We are an ocean poured into a cup and identify with the cup instead
of the ocean. We forgot our celestial nature and divine inheritance, and identify instead with this physical body that is hosting us. How could we forget all
the greatness of our being and the luminous world of spirit?
The great mystery cannot be known but only experienced, and that actual
experience revives the memory and is the sacred ground for true spiritual
growth. Experiencing and feeling the mystery of being gives people the vision
of something more meaningful then ordinary life, a secret force that is grander
and more powerful than everything else. All religions sprang forth from that
soil of sacred experience, but unfortunately, over the course of time, they
transformed into institutions of power, morality and control. Believing in a god
or religious doctrine is a good way to have moral guidance and orientation
for most people, but it does not necessarily solve the essential questions of
meaning, purpose and truth of human life and existence.

By Gerhard Fankhauser

Shamanic traditions and mystery schools have always given importance to
tasting the divine nectar, experiencing the unknown, melting into the divine
ocean and embodying it. For that very reason the shaman or mystic honours
nature and the forces of nature as his very good friends and guides. Nature is
the perfect manifestation of the Divine, and the illuminated mind can see the
face of the creator in every plant, insect, animal and human. Each of nature’s
elements reveals great secrets of ourselves and of life, and they help us in the
process of healing and transformation.
There are many ways to encounter the Divine and music is definitely a
powerful way to get into a very direct communion with the great mystery.
Music leads into the actual experience by involving our whole being – body,
mind and soul. It is an invisible guide that speaks the universal language of
harmony and clearly communicates with nature, animals, human beings and
all dimensions of life.
Music and the great mystery are forever interwoven; one doesn’t exist without the other. Sound and rhythm are primal forces that bring the universe into
manifestation. It is by sound and light that the divine force creates and moves
throughout existence.
Sound not only transmits a certain harmony but also creates movement and
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change on the physical level, especially within the bodily
fluids. Cymatic experiences show this very clearly; sound
creates geometric patterns and a harmonic order within
liquids and can shape a drop of water into different geometric forms. Apart from the body fluids, sound also has
a strong effect on the respiratory system, nervous system,
organs and glands.
Sounds from a living source, tones that are actually
played or sung, are always more powerful because of
their charge with prana or life force. As every sound is
a carrier of information, the actual frequency can be
compared with a radio station, and the given spirit or
intention with the actual program. We have the ability to
charge every tone with a certain intention, give it a feeling, direction, purpose and aim, and that’s what healers
have always known how to do.
By making music, singing, playing, drumming or dancing we establish an immediate resonance to other dimensions of reality and plug into something grander than
ourselves. The moment music is involved, the level of
participation changes completely and the sound simply
takes us, brings us inside, touches us, makes us feel,
move and express. Any spiritual experience can be integrated much more easily with the help of music, and even
more so by active participation in the music. Music is a
formless art and happens in the “NOW” moment, which
is the most important key to the garden of our soul.
As long as the encounter with Spirit is happening
only in our brain, nothing is really achieved; discussing
the map is not taking the journey. There is nothing to
argue about or discuss anymore when it comes to the
experience of something sacred; he who feels it knows
it. Whoever has tasted the great mystery is not the same
anymore and there is a knowing within the heart that
does not need any other proof. The actual mystical experience is far beyond words; it makes our hearts dissolve
in a blissful dance of joy and ecstasy.

Join us for our second ‘Mystery School of Music’
Retreat in Salzburg, Austria

» INDEX
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NEW

ANCESTRAL FREEDOM

HONORING AND RELEASING
ANCIENT FAMILY CONNECTIONS

What is holding you back? Why does it seem so hard
to change your body, your mind and your life? It is most
likely the countless energies and programming that come
from your ancestral lineage, both human and angelic.*

Highly recommended for all Shaumbra
• Crimson Circle Cloud Class Event - Streaming

Audio/Video/Text (non-downloadable)
• You will have 90 days from the date of purchase to access the presentation
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In Ancestral Freedom, Adamus explains the heritage
that you carry, going all the way back to your angelic
origins and connections with your spiritual family, through
your earthly lineage and bloodline, and up to the present
day. Stating that your bloodline affects you even more
than your past lives, Adamus invites you to honor and
release these ancestral energies. He says, “What we’re
doing here is so very important. It’s a big step – it’s a very
big step – into enlightenment.”

Ancestral Freedom, which includes both a DreamWalk
and a Merabh, is core Crimson Circle material and is
essential for anyone who has chosen embodied realization. Ancestral energies influence your thoughts, biology,
beliefs, habits, tendencies, dreams and more. According
to Adamus, these influences affect your tendency to
physical disease and illnesses, mental health, life patterns
including abundance, attractions for future lifetimes, and
biases in your daily decision-making.
Honoring and releasing your ancestral connections
opens the doorway for the deep integration of your own
light body and light mind, without the strong influences
of ancestral patterns. It is one of the most important –
and most difficult – steps into enlightenment.
This information holds the key for truly letting go, and
the profound guided experiences will go much deeper
than you expect. It is not just another experience, but
rather a life-changing choice.
To receive the greatest benefit of this deeply impactful Cloud Class, please set aside time to listen to the full
presentation without interruption.
* Several listeners have recommended Journey of the
Angels for a greater understanding of the angelic families
mentioned by Adamus.

“Do not underestimate the impact of this material! I
received more from this class than I ever expected, and
the deeply transformative effects continue. I feel this is
the key to true liberation. The question is, are you honestly ready to let go?” – Jean
“I’ve now experienced the Ancestral Freedom three
times. After the first listening, I already felt stuff going
away. Today, after the third listen, I feel the tools for the
shift are there. I can really feel stuff happening in me. I
think the cautions are well justified. This is not for dabblers. You really have to understand your responsibility
for your own life, freedom and creations.” – Maija
“Top notch material, Adamus at the top of his game,
and definitely the next step. I feel like the weight of eons
has been lifted off of me.” – Joep
“I got pretty sick for two weeks after. I noticed less
than civilized things I do that were normal when I grew
up, blind spots, things I hide from myself that are very
obvious to others. Even the way I hold my spoon when
eating, the jokes I tell, etc. I probably told that same joke
500 years ago. For people new to this I would say: Don’t
plan anything strenuous or complicated in the week after
listening to this. It is a big step to release the ancestral
bloodline and you’re going to feel it.” – Ruben

View excerpts of Ancestral Freedom on

Comments from Crimson Circle staff & volunteers after
experiencing this material:
“I think this experience was the pinnacle of all. More
important than anything else, and at the same time knowing that everything else has brought me to the point that
this could work for me. This changes everything. There is
a beautiful stillness now for me. Just beautiful.” – Bonnie
“There is truly an experience in this for anyone.” – Linda
“I can feel a very strong impact on me. It was very meaningful to realize that some of the most deeply ingrained
feelings, emotions and belief systems I had been battling
with were not really mine but inherited from my family. It is
so liberating!!! Truly I feel it is a very powerful experience if
you are really committed to go beyond.” – Vili

Length
Session 1 – 1:36:22
Session 2 – 57:19
Cost: $75 ($95 after November 1, 2015)
Language: English, Spanish
Access: Stream and read online for 90 days
after purchase
MORE INFO
MÁS INFO

» INDEX
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SHAUMBRA HEARTBEAT

By Jean Tinder, Shaumbra Magazine editor, Crimson Circle Teacher

BELOVED
ASPECT
The last several months have been jam-packed with Crimson Circle events
here in Colorado, and it has been my privilege to be a part of them. What
amazing information and energies we are all bringing forth! I’m sure this
planet will never be the same. As a matter of fact, I will never be the same.
One of the events was the Aspectology update with Adamus, where he
added his insights and wisdom to the original messages recorded by Tobias
in 2008. Even though this is one of my favorite Crimson Circle Schools of all
time (I even became a teacher), going through it again with Adamus had a
huge and unexpected impact.
Many years ago Tobias shared a profound bit of wisdom: “All energy seeks
resolution.” There are so many layers in that simple phrase that ten years ago
I was inspired to write a book about it (which might actually get finished one
day), and it is this core truth that the Aspectology School is based on. In the
simplest terms, your soul, your I Am self, sent out innumerable expressions
of itself to gain experience, wisdom and understanding about who you are.
Tobias calls those expressions ‘aspects’ and explains how it is the natural way
of a creator being. However, sometimes the expressions get stuck in their
experience and become separated from their creator. (By the way, if you ever
wonder about a deep longing to go Home, you just might be feeling the
desire of an aspect aching for reunion with You.) This stuckness and separation is often caused by trauma. But it can also be the result of things like love,
commitment, vows and determination, where we’ve poured our passion and
creator energy into something we truly believe in, wanting to set it in place
“for all time.”
So it was that during Aspectology I discovered a much loved, well tended
and eons old aspect that was apparently ready for integration. Of course, one
doesn’t realize what’s going on at first, because aspects generally manifest by
way of emotional reactions – feeling hurt, ignored, angry, fearful, etc. – but
it didn’t take too long to figure it out. Even though there can be some very
difficult moments, conscious integration is some of the most rewarding inner
work one can do. And the key for going beyond the difficulty into the reward
is the willingness to really let go...
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We humans like our stories. We want to understand
who, why, how, when, where – and then muck around in
it with ourselves and anyone who will listen. But it is precisely those stories that keep the aspects separated and
stuck. If you’re ready to integrate something, one of the
first things you have to do is stop the story. You can revisit
it at any time, but if you’re serious about integration, this
is the time to let it be. Forget about figuring out what
happened or understanding what triggered you. Instead,
breathe deeply and allow yourself to feel whatever you
feel. It doesn’t need to be fixed, processed, examined or
changed, only felt and accepted. The natural physics that
Tobias talked about, the fact that energy seeks resolution
takes care of the rest. It������������������������������������
’�����������������������������������
s exactly like another law of physics, that water seeks it’s own level. If your bucket of water is
sloshing around and making a mess, there’s nothing to do
except let it be. You don’t have to work to make it level; it
just happens naturally when you allow it, and it’s the same

with aspects. If you try to work on yourself or your reaction,
emotion, etc., that validates its separateness and keeps it
stuck. But if you just let it be – in total acceptance, in sovereign stillness – it will find the way home.
In my experience, that is the basic “procedure” of integrating aspects, usually the traumatized ones that feel
hurt, angry, frightened, etc. But what about the ones you
really like? How do you let go of aspects that were created in the greatest love? That became my question when
Adamus made a passing comment that triggered an avalanche of emotion. As a matter of fact, the emotion was
my clue that this was an aspect, because emotion comes
from the mind and its stories, while feeling is simply a sensory experience that needs no explanation or attachment.
So there I was, sinking under wave after wave of emotion, with story after story floating through, demanding

» INDEX
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acknowledgment. With just a few little words Adamus
had managed to unearth an aspect that was older than
I can remember. In hindsight, it was obvious that several things had happened to set me up for this moment,
but nothing had prepared me for its enormity. Clumsily
defined, it was the aspect I created when I left my
spiritual family to come to Earth. It held the passion and
determination to dive deep, to figure it all out and to see
it through no matter what. This aspect helped me create
deep and precious connections with other people, and
guided my path, lifetime after lifetime. It carried the love
and the pain, the friends and the enemies, the passion
and disappointment of so many experiences. It was the
foundation upon which I had built myself.

I lose everyone … even if love itself is gone … even if I
fall into absolute nothingness … I still exist.

I had always assumed this knowing of myself was simply “who I am.” But in that moment of clarity, I saw it for
the aspect that it was. “Who I am” isn’t defined by my
love and passion and ancient dreams. It simply is. Any
further definition is an aspect.

In the last few weeks there have been a lot of changes.
For one thing, an unexpected side effect of integration is
feeling more ‘space’ inside where there used to be a lot
of noise. And that can be disconcerting at first. Another
thing is that other people might react in unexpected
ways. A relative I hadn’t heard from in more than 15 years
contacted me last week, as if he subconsciously felt a
disturbance in the (ancestral) force. (By the way, Ancestral
Freedom, the newest Cloud Class, played a crucial part
in this as well, but more about that next month…) People
close to me have suddenly changed the very nature of
our connection and relationships. Things that used to
seem very important suddenly don’t matter anymore.
My tolerance for crap is at an all-time low. I’m no longer
trying to accomplish ‘something important.’ All sorts of
things just feel … different.

This “galaxy aspect” (as I came to call it because of
how many others it encompassed and swept along)
had been created and maintained in the greatest love,
commitment and passion. It generated everything from
my reason to get up in the morning to my reason for
coming back for yet another lifetime. It kept me going
when all seemed lost. It made me speak out even when
it would cost my life. It reconnected me again and
again in loving collaboration with other human angels.
It guided me when I wasn’t sure what choice to make.
It was my compass when I felt lost and adrift. It’s how
I knew myself! This expression of my Self contained
countless stories of Earth and beyond, and I loved it.
How could I possibly let it go?
But I’ve come too far to be derailed by one of my
creations, no matter how enormous and wonderful,
and this integration would be allowed as well. It took
every ounce of balance and stamina I could muster as
the aspect tested my resolve with endless doubts and
questions. Without this to guide me, how will I know if
I’m on the right path? How will I know what to do with
myself? Who will be left in my life when I let them all go?
What if nothing remains? The questions raged on and
on, until at last I allowed my Self to take charge. Then I
remembered… even if I get everything wrong … even if
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That was the turning point; the moment I knew all
would be well. As grand as it was, this aspect was not
bigger than Me. It was only an expression, a game I’d
been playing, an adventure I had given myself. I still exist,
even when this aspect that defined and motivated me
since forever becomes a distant memory. No matter how
hard it was to let go, nothing has been lost because I still
exist. It may have been the longest, craziest movie I’ve
ever written, created, starred in and watched, but I just
remembered the theatre exit. When the curtains fall and
it’s all over, I still exist.

The changes continue to unfold and there will be
more to share, but the point is, I am not who I always
thought I was. It was a fabulous, grand and much-loved
creation, but it was only a role I was playing. (Geez, talk
about typecasting myself!) I invite you to consider going
beyond your own ideas of who you think you are – even
things like ‘good person,’ ‘pioneer,’ ‘rebel,’ ‘Shaumbra’ –
because no matter how familiar, well cultivated and
loved, they are not You. They are just expressions, roles
you are temporarily playing. Believe me, I know what a
big deal it is to let some of them go, but in the end it
doesn’t matter. YOU still exist.

CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

ASPECTOLOGY®
SCHOOL

DISCOVERING
YOUR PASSION

September 4–6, 2015
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger

September 26–28, 2015
Zurich, Switzerland
Rosmarie Lotmar

September 11–13, 2015
Krummhorn, Germany
Meggi Erman and Petra Pitak

October 3–4, 2015
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

September 25–27, 2015
Santa Maria – RS, Brazil
Julio Oliveira

October 3–4, 2015
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomázy

October 2–4, 2015
Edinburgh, Scotland, United Kingdom
Daniela Eichberger and Lloyd Spencer

October 17–18, 2015
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Lutz Nullmeyer

November 20–22, 2015
Besch–Perl, Germany
Petra Glaser

September 25–27, 2015
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert
April 22–24, 2016
Warsaw, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
BIRTH TRANSITIONS
September 11–13, 2015
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

October 30–November 1, 2015
Silkeborg, Denmark
Anne Soevang
November 6–8, 2015
Zurich, Switzerland
Rosmarie Lotmar

September 11–13, 2015
Fort Collins, Colorado, United States
David R. McMaster

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
ASCENSION
TRANSITIONS
September 5–7, 2015
Hudson, Quebec, Canada
Andrea Spitzer

September 11–13, 2015
Boxtel, Netherlands
Irene Berger
September 18–20, 2015
Syke, Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer
September 18–20, 2015
Köniz, Berne, Switzerland
Heidi Staeheli

» INDEX
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
BIRTH TRANSITIONS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

September 11–13, 2015
Edinburgh, Scotland, United Kingdom
Daniela Eichberger and Lloyd Spencer

DREAMWALKER™
LIFE

September 11–13, 2015
Munich, Germany
Antje Westermann

November 6–8, 2015
Rancho Cordova, California, United States
Iwona Wirkus

September 12–14, 2015
Mexico City, Mexico
Joep Claessens

September 4–6, 2015
Szczecin, Poland
Iwona Wirkus

November 27–29, 2015
Zurich, Switzerland
Rosmarie Lotmar

October 9–11, 2015
Milan, Italy
Gioia Villa

September 4–6, 2015
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

October 23–25, 2015
Groebenzell, Germany
Dagmar Wollenweber

September 4–6, 2015
Bad Honnef, Germany
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen

October 23–25, 2015
Zurich, Switzerland
Rosmarie Lotmar

September 18–20, 2015
Milan, Italy
Gioia Villa

November 6–8, 2015
Turku, Finland
Rita Forsberg–Kimura

October 2–4, 2015
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer and Lutz Nullmeyer

September 4–6, 2015
St. Petersburg, Russia
Inna Gorokhovsky

November 13–15, 2015
Neuenstadt–Bürg, Germany
Jessie Jandt

October 16–18, 2015
Hudson, Quebec, Canada
Andrea Spitzer and Brenda Harley

September 11–13, 2015
Turku, Finland
Rita Forsberg–Kimura

April 15–17, 2016
Warsaw, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
DEATH TRANSITIONS

September 11–13, 2015
Milan, Italy
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

JOURNEY OF THE
ANGELS

SEXUAL ENERGIES
SCHOOL

October 9–11, 2015
Turku, Finland
Rita Forsberg–Kimura and Reetta Lappalainen
October 10–12, 2015
Doenrade, Netherlands
Amy Jecheva and Irene Berger

September 4–6, 2015
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomázy and Robert Gulyas

September 18–20, 2015
Edinburgh, Scotland, United Kingdom
Daniela Eichberger and Lloyd Spencer

October 16–18, 2015
Buffalo, New York, United States
Heather Teach and Patti Severance

October 9–11, 2015
Sydney, Australia
Jann Morgan

September 25–27, 2015
Longmont, Colorado, United States
Lara Henderson and Julie Mack

October 16–18, 2015
Campinas, Brazil
Timea Thomázy and Luiz Antonio Viotto

December 3–5, 2015
Zurich, Switzerland
Rosmarie Lotmar

September 25–27, 2015
Salem, Virginia, United States
Clemens Federowicz and Ann Plantier

November 6–8, 2015
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

April 29–May 1, 2016
Warsaw, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

October 1–3, 2015
Netanya, Israel
Inna Gorokhovsky and Liliya Kiselova

February 5–7, 2016
Lewes, East Sussex, United Kingdom
Edward Sharp and Natasa Babnik

October 2–4, 2015
Zurich, Switzerland
Rosmarie Lotmar and Claudia Gil Reloba

May 6–8, 2016
Warsaw, Poland
Liliana Tough-Wojciechowska and
Magdalena Proch

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

October 2–4, 2015
New York City, NY, United States
Heather Teach and Patti Severance

NEW ENERGY
SYNCHROTIZETM

October 3–5, 2015
Sydney, Australia
Jann Morgan and Sharon Keith

September 16–20, 2015
Besch–Perl, Germany
Petra Glaser

October 9–11, 2015
Perth, Australia
Yvonne Bost and Petra Webstein
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CRIMSON
CIRCLE
TEACHER
TRAINING
READY TO BE A CRIMSON CIRCLE TEACHER?
There can be many different reasons that someone decides to
attend a Crimson Circle Advanced Studies teacher training.
Some do it to deepen their own personal knowledge of the material, and some love sharing their insights with others and conducting workshops. Whatever your reason, training to become a
Crimson Circle teacher will add a new dimension to your
personal experience of the materials.

BASIC REQUIREMENTS
To teach any of the Crimson Circle classes, you must:
Pay for and attend the class you desire to teach
Pay for and attend Tobias’ Sexual Energies School
Check the Teacher Training listings in your area,
or contact Maija Leisso for more information

Note that for some Advanced Studies certifications
(Aspectology, Journey of the Angels and
DreamWalker Life) you must also be a certified
Sexual Energies School teacher.
MORE INFO
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DREAMWALKER™ DEATH TRANSITIONS
September 1-4, 2015
Ft. Collins, United States
Paul Cook and David R. McMaster
Language: English

November 12-15, 2015
Bucharest, Romania
Lucieta Gavril and Carmen Rivalet
Language: English

NEW TRANSLATIONS
Category

Title

Language

Link

Special Topics

Into Knowingness

FR, DE, IT, JP, NO, PL, PT, ES, SV, UK

MORE INFO

Special Topics

Ahmyo

NO, PL, PT, RU, ES, UK

MORE INFO

Special Topics

Dreams

DE, ID, IT, LV, NO, PT, RO, ES

MORE INFO

Special Topics

The 13th Strand

FR, DE, IT, NL, NO, RO, ES

MORE INFO

Intensives

End of the New Age

JP, LV, NO, PT, ES

MORE INFO

Intensives

Wound of Isis

NL, DE, IT, NO, PT, RO, RU, ES, TR

MORE INFO

Free

The Silent Prayer

NL, FR, DE, GR, HU, LV, PL, RO, ES, UK

MORE INFO

Free

Twelve Awakening Signs

DK, NL, FR, DE, LV, RO, SR, ES, SV

MORE INFO

DE=German; DK=Danish; ES=Spanish; FI=Finnish; FR=French; GR=Greek; HU=Hungarian; ID=Indonesian; IT=Italian; JP=Japanese;
NL=Dutch; NO=Norwegian; PL=Polish; PT=Portuguese; RO=Romanian; RU=Russian; SL=Slovenian; SR=Serbian; SV–Swedish; TR=Turkish
VIEW THE COMPLETE LIST OF AVAILABLE TRANSLATIONS
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